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This research focuses on the evolution, as well as the connection, of 

XLoader (a.k.a. MoqHao and Roaming Mantis) and FakeSpy — two 

prevalent Android malware families that have a total infection count of 

almost 385,000 as of October 2018.

We published a blog entry on XLoader in April 2018 after it created a new 

wave of attacks that used Domain Name System (DNS) cache poisoning/

DNS spoofing to distribute and install malicious Android apps to users 

in Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Two months later, we 

published our findings on FakeSpy, an Android malware that used SMS as 

an entry point to launch info-stealing attacks on users in Japan and South 

Korea. A closer look into the two mobile malware’s schemes allowed 

us to dig deeper into the activities and possible connections between 

XLoader and FakeSpy. Additionally, we discovered that FakeSpy, and 

potentially XLoader, might have possible ties with the Yanbian Gang — a 

Chinese cybercriminal group that uses mobile malware to steal money 

from account holders of South Korean banks.

This research outlines the changes in the behavior, targets, attack 

vectors, and infrastructure of both XLoader and FakeSpy over the years. 

We will also break down the global impact of XLoader and FakeSpy, 

and detail the similarities between the two mobile malware families that 

show how they are connected to each other.

https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/xloader-android-spyware-and-banking-trojan-distributed-via-dns-spoofing/
https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/fakespy-android-information-stealing-malware-targets-japanese-and-korean-speaking-users/
https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/mobile-malware-gang-steals-millions-from-south-korean-users/
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The Evolution of XLoader
For this research, Trend Micro has sourced more than 8,500 XLoader samples  from malicious domains 

and not from any legitimate app stores. 

The activities of the Android malware family can be traced back to as early as January 2015, and as 

years progressed, we observed that its operators kept on changing its attack vector and deployment 

infrastructure, among other features. XLoader has also adopted a variety of deployment techniques, i.e., 

SMS phishing or SMiShing and DNS hijacking.

Version 1.0  Version 2.0 Version 3.0 Version 4.0 Version 5.0

Date 2015/1/23 to 
2015/6/12

2017/1/12 to 
2017/8/19

2017/8/21 to 
2018/4/22 

2018/5/15 to 
2018/6/24

2018/6/26 to 
now

Posed as Google Chrome,
우편번호검색 
(Postal Code 
Search), 
SmartTouch

Google Chrome, 
NAVER, Anroid 
Security Update 
#EVG46585-
95HG

Google Chrome, 
CJ 대한통운(CJ 
Korea Express), 
Facebook

Facebook, CJ 
대한통운(CJ 
Korea Express)

A major home 
delivery service 
company in 
Japan

No. of sourced 
samples

52 2730 111 628 4717

Languages 
supported

South Korean 
(Hangul)

South Korean 
(Hangul)

Japanese, South 
Korean (Hangul), 
and Chinese

Japanese, South 
Korean (Hangul), 
Chinese, and 24 
more 

Japanese, South 
Korean (Hangul), 
Chinese, and 24 
more

Spread channel SMiShing SMiShing DNS hijacking DNS hijacking SMiShing

Payload 
encoding

N/A Base64 Base64, Base64 
+ Zip

Base64 + Zip Base64

C&C channel Legitimate web Legitimate web Legitimate web Legitimate 
mailbox

Legitimate 
mailbox

C&C 
connection

HTTP WebSocket WebSocket WebSocket WebSocket

 Table 1. A quick look at XLoader’s version changes

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/definition/smishing
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XLoader Version 1.0 (January 23 to June 12, 2015)
Trend Micro sourced a total of 52 XLoader version 1.0 samples. The first XLoader malware discovered 

was disguised as a legitimate Google Chrome application that targets South Korean users. It has the 

following capabilities: 

• Requests device administrator privilege;

• Hides itself from system application list after being launched manually;

• Uses DEX load technique to load extra payload under the APK asset directory;

• Generates random certificate content and uses self-protection mechanisms.

Figure 1. Screenshots of the fake Chrome app and its administrator permission activation request

 Figure 2. Screenshot of the XLoader version 1.0 certificate. The certificate was created in 2015 and valid until 2124. 
Based on the time gap between the creation of the certificate and the signature file, we believe that  

the first version of XLoader was created in the UTC+ 8 time zone.
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If a user falls for the malware operators’ SMiShing method, the variant will install a malicious Android 

banking app provided by its C&C server, which is fetched and parsed from a now-deleted social media 

user profile (hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=xxxxx43420) created by the attackers. If manually 

launched, it checks all installed apps on the affected device and crossmatches any installed banking app 

(see Table 2) to a target list (see Table 3). Subsequently, it attempts to trick the user into replacing such 

apps with malicious banking apps.

Figure 3. Code snippet of the process of getting the list of malicious apps from the C&C server

Figure 4. Screenshot of the fake update notification code in XLoader version 1.0

Apart from automatically receiving registered broadcasts and triggering specific actions, (for example, 

deleting SMS from a specified number), this version of XLoader can also receive and perform other 

commands (see Table 4) when connected to its C&C server.
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Figure 5. Code snippet that shows XLoader Version 1.0’s C&C server address 

The succeeding version of XLoader has a few variations, such as the use of a different social media user 

profile and the list of malicious apps not being hardcoded in the malware code. 

XLoader Version 2.0 (January 12 to August 19, 2017)
We caught 2,730 samples of XLoader version 2.0, most of them came from a concentrated outbreak in 

August 2017. Like version 1.0, version 2.0 also went after South Korean users.

The first sample of XLoader version 2.0 was caught on January 12, 2017, and we noticed significant 

changes from version 1.0.  The operators behind this version changed the DEX load technique to load 

extra payload, and the payload under the asset directory was encoded. Java classes under com.Loader 

(which is where “XLoader” got its name) will be invoked in the payload.

Figure 6. Screenshot of XLoader version 2.0’s malware certificate

Figure 7. Code snippet showing the encoded payload and a modified DEX loading technique
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The code in the packer app and the payload changed significantly, which we believe is a result of code 

reconstruction. However, some of  XLoader version 1.0’s functions, such as the device administrator 

request and its ability to hide itself from the application list, can still be seen in version 2.0. The process of 

getting the real C&C address, which can be accessed via a social media user profile, is also in version 2.0.

Apart from the commands sent by the C&C in version 1.0, version 2.0 also has new and modified 

commands (see Table 5), and changed the way it communicates with the C&C server from HTTP to 

WebSocket. Besides the malicious banking apps, XLoader version 2.0 has also tried to lure victims into 

installing malicious gaming apps (see Table 6).

XLoader version 2.0 abuses the WebSocket protocol to get a persistent connection between clients and 

servers where data can be transported anytime. At the same time, XLoader abuses the MessagePack 

(a data interchange format) to package the stolen data and exfiltrate it via the WebSocket protocol for a 

more efficient transmission.

XLoader version 2.0 creates a simple HTTP server on the affected device to trick victims. A Korean web 

phishing page is shown whenever the affected device receives a broadcast event (i.e., if a new package is 

installed or if the device’s screen is on) to steal personal data such as information used in banking apps.

Figure 8. Screenshot of the fake update notification and the phishing page (in Korean)
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XLoader Version 3.0 (August 21, 2017 to April 22, 2018)
We discussed our findings on XLoader version 3.0, which we caught 111 samples of, in the TrendLabs 

Security Intelligence Blog entry “XLoader Android Spyware and Banking Trojan Distributed via DNS 

Spoofing” published in April 2018.  Version 3.0 poses as a legitimate Facebook or Chrome application, 

and targets more countries, including Japan, South Korea, China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.  Most of the 

samples were distributed from polluted DNS domains that sent fake notifications to victim’s devices.  

Figure 9. Screenshot of the XLoader malware certificate of version 3.0

XLoader version 3.0 started supporting more languages, such as English, Japanese, Hangul, and Traditional 

Chinese languages. This isn’t only reflected on version 3.0’s code, but also on its attack vectors, i.e., a 

phishing website and a fake pop-up notification window. 

Figure 10. Code snippet showing the hardcoded phishing texts in different languages

Figure 11. Screenshots of the phishing websites (in Traditional Chinese, Japanese, English, and Hangul) 
created by XLoader version 3.0 operators
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Figure 12. Code snippet showing XLoader version 3.0’s different regional C&C addresses  
that are hidden in different social media user profiles

Other than the C&C commands used in XLoader version 2.0, version 3.0 added new capabilities, such as 

setting the device’s ringer mode to silent, simulating a number-dialed tone, and calling a specific number, 

among others (see Table 7 for the complete list).

XLoader version 3.0 also adds a more sophisticated way of hiding its payload. The key malicious payload 

was placed in the asset directory as a DEX file in version 1.0, while version 2.0 used Base64 encoding 

algorithm. However, in version 3.0, XLoader uses Base64 and Zip to encode and compress its payload to 

evade detection.

Figure 13. Screenshot of XLoader version 3.0 loading the encoded and zipped payload

This version of XLoader sports more self-protection/persistence mechanisms.  It prevents victims from 

accessing the device’s settings, which potentially prevents users from uninstalling XLoader or using a 

security app to get rid of it.
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XLoader Version 4.0 (May 15 to June 24, 2018)
A total of 628 XLoader version 4.0 samples were sourced for this research. Just like its early iterations, this 

version — spotted on May 15, 2018 — poses as a legitimate Facebook or Chrome application to target 

banking or gaming apps.  Apart from Android users, the operators of this variant started targeting even 

iOS and PC users soon after its first iteration emerged. 

XLoader version 4.0, which supports 27 languages (including European and Middle Eastern languages), 

infects PCs in order to mine cryptocurrency via DNS hijacking. The cryptocurrency mining function will be 

triggered if users connect to a compromised router. This malicious tactic, along with phishing, was also 

used by the operators to victimize iOS users. When iOs users connect to a compromised router, they will 

be directed to a phishing page, where the variant can steal their Apple ID.

Figure 14. In the first iteration of XLoader version 4.0, its operators only focused on targeting Android devices. 
 PCs and iOS devices were still spared.

Figure 15.  The succeeding iteration of XLoader Version 4.0 added a phishing function that targeted iOS devices, 
and a cryptocurrency mining capability that targeted PCs.
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Figure 16. In the last iteration of XLoader version 4.0, its operators removed the phishing website,  
and added a mining function for iOS devices. The Coinhive wallet address was also changed to a new one. 

Figure 17. Code snippet showing different languages in XLoader version 4.0’s phishing function

Figure 18. Screenshots of the phishing websites (in Italian, Spanish, Russian, and Arabic) 
created by XLoader version 4.0 operators
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From using a social media user profile in its prior versions, this version now uses email to retrieve its real 

C&C address. This version connects to an email inbox using hardcoded Microsoft Outlook® credentials 

via POP3. It then obtains the email subject and extracts the C&C address using the string “abcd” as an 

indicator.

Figure 19. Code snippet of XLoader version 4.0 using email subject to get its real C&C address 

Apart from the commands sent by the C&C server in previous versions, XLoader version 4.0 just added 

one module — called ping, which executes a command to ping a specified destination.

XLoader Version 5.0 (June 26, 2018 to present)
XLoader version 5.0 poses as an app from a major home delivery service company in Japan. It also uses 

SMiShing to trick users into installing the malicious app. Notably, FakeSpy operators also used this app 

from December 2017 to April 2018 to victimize mobile users.

Figure 20. Screenshot of XLoader version 5.0’s malware certificate

https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/POP3-Post-Office-Protocol-3
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Figure 21. Screenshot of the XLoader version 5.0 posing as an app from 
a major home delivery service company in Japan 

Figure 22. Screenshot of XLoader version 5.0’s SMiShing message (in Japanese), 
 which was also used by a FakeSpy variant

The previous versions have self-protection/persistence mechanisms, but XLoader version 5.0 removed 

it, possibly as a way to avoid the attention of users and security applications. Instead, this version used 

Java Reflection and Base64 encoding techniques to hide the icon from the device application list after it 

launches for the first time.

Figure 23. XLoader version 5.0 still supports 27 languages, but the way it’s coded  
is better than version 4.0;  it’s more scalable and easier to maintain.
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The Evolution of FakeSpy
Trend Micro sourced more than 200 FakeSpy malware samples. FakeSpy underwent several significant 

changes since it was first discovered on October 15, 2017, and has since infected more than 12 thousand 

smartphone users. Like XLoader, FakeSpy uses SMS as an entry point to steal information from users in 

Japan and South Korea. 

All samples were sourced from FakeSpy’s malicious domains.

Version 1.0 Version 2.0 Version 3.0 Version 4.0 Version 5.0 Version 6.0

Date 2017-10-15 to 
2017-11-26

2017-12-03 to 
2018-04-19 

2018-05-15 to 
2018-06-24

2018-06-26 to 
2018-07-19

2018-07-19 to 
2018-08-02

2018-08-02 to 
now

Posed as NH농협캐피탈

(NH Capital), 
KB국민은행

(KB Kookmin 
Bank),

NH농협은행

(Nonghyup 
Bank)

A fashion and 
clothing company, a 
major home delivery 
service company 
in Japan, a 
telecommunications 
company, a credit 
card company, 
a postal service 
company

A major 
home delivery 
service 
company in 
Japan

A major 
home delivery 
service 
company in 
Japan

A major 
home delivery 
service 
company in 
Japan

A major 
home delivery 
service 
company in 
Japan, 急便
(Express),宅急
便(Takkyubin)

Number of 
sourced 
samples

6 26 29 44 39 122

Languages 
supported

South Korean 
(Hangul)

Japanese Japanese Japanese Japanese Japanese

Spread 
channel

SMiShing SMiShing SMiShing SMiShing SMiShing SMiShing

Packed? No No No Yes Yes Yes

Phishes 
financial 
account 
credentials?

No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Fetches 
SMiShing 
data?

No No No No Yes Yes

C&C channel Legitimate 
web

Hardcoded Hardcoded Hardcoded Hardcoded Hardcoded

Command 
channel

JavaScript JavaScript N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 2. A quick look at FakeSpy’s version changes
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FakeSpy Version 1.0 (October 15 to November 26, 2017)
We were able to source six samples of FakeSpy version 1.0, which posed as NH농협캐피탈 (NH Capital), 

KB국민은행 (KB Kookmin Bank), and NH농협은행 (Nonghyup Bank) to target South Korean users. This 

version of FakeSpy has the ability to steal SMS, call logs, and contacts from the infected device.

Figure 24. Screenshots of the fake apps used by FakeSpy

When manually launched, it connects to hxxp://www[.]rainfly[.]cn/getxx[.]php?idxxxxxxxxxxx and parses 

its C&C server address by replacing ‘?’ with ‘.’.

Figure 25. Code snippet showing the C&C server being fetched
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Figure 26. The fetched C&C address

It uses a JavaScript bridge (JavascriptInterface) to allow an application’s internal functions to be invoked 

by downloading and running JavaScript from a remote website. This is all done to send commands via 

JavaScript. 

Figure 27. JavaScript Bridge
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Figure 28. Attack vectors of FakeSpy version 2.0

Unlike version 1.0, this version doesn’t have the ability to monitor calls, but it added more C&C commands, 

such as setting the device to mute, resetting itself, and stealing SMS, device information, and update 

configuration.

It can update its C&C server, which is encrypted along with other configurations, through SMS. The 

malware registers a receiver to monitor SMS, and once the device receives the SMS, it will check if the 

SMS content contains “^^,” “$$,”and “?,” and parse the real C&C server address.

The malware also has the ability to phish users’ bank accounts by checking installed banking apps on the 

device and downloading malicious ones to replace them.

FakeSpy Version 2.0 (December 3, 2017 to April 19, 2018)
We sourced 26 samples of FakeSpy version 2.0. For this version, the malware operators shifted their 

target from South Korea to Japan. This version posed as a major home delivery service company in 

Japan, a telecommunications company, a credit card company, a fashion and clothing company, and a 

postal service company..
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Figure 30. Screenshots of a malicious app posing as a legitimate banking app, the fake notification window, and 
the phishing page. The text in the notification window is written in Japanese language, which roughly translates to:  
“These days, users’ information leak is frequently occurring. We upgraded xxxxxxx xxxx to protect users. You need 

to re-login “rakuten bank” or we will lock your account.”

This variant has the ability to send a user’s credential information to its C&C server after the user clicks 

on the login button.

Figure 29. Code snippet showing legitimate apps being replaced with malicious ones

The malicious banking apps have the same icons as the replaced ones.  If launched, it sends a fake 

notification window to users. After that, it prompts a page for users to input their accounts and passwords. 
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Figure 31. Code snippet showing FakeSpy version 2.0 stealing user account credentials

FakeSpy Version 3.0 (May 15 to June 24, 2018)
We sourced 29 samples of FakeSpy version 3.0. This version still posed as a major home delivery service 

company in Japan, but its code structure has changed significantly. It removed the JS Bridge, which was 

used to receive commands; removed the function of replacing real banking apps with fake ones; and just 

kept the function that steals SMS messages. This version has a hardcoded and encrypted C&C address.
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Figure 32. Structure of FakeSpy version 3.0

Figure 33. Code snippet showing FakeSpy version 3.0’s C&C address’ encryption

FakeSpy Version 4.0 (June 26 to July 19, 2018)
Trend Micro sourced 44 samples of FakeSpy version 4.0, which adds the ability to send SMiShing 

messages to other mobile users. When launched, it sends a SMiShing message to all of the device’s 

contacts, capable of sending a message to one phone number every two seconds.

Figure 34. Content of the SMiShing message: “私はあなたに贈り物を送った、それをチェックし、リンクを確認し
てください (English translation: I sent you a gift, click the link to check it).
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The phishing domain poses as a legitimate website of a major home delivery service company in Japan.

Clicking on any button on the malicious webpage will trigger the download of an APK file. The page 

provides instructions (in Japanese) on how to download and install the malicious app.

Figure 35. Screenshots of the fake webpage of a major home delivery service company 
 in Japan and its instructions on how to install the malicious app

Version 5.0 (July 19 to August 2, 2018)
We sourced 39 samples for the analysis of FakeSpy version 5.0. The pre-configured phishing domains 

of the previous version were blocked by Chrome and other security vendors soon after it appeared, 

leading to the emergence of FakeSpy version 5.0. This version fetches the SMiShing content and the list 

of targeted phone numbers from its C&C server. The attacker controls the data sent from the C&C server.
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Figure 36. Fetched SMS data from the server

Figure 37. The infected device attempting to send SMiShing messages to other phone numbers. The SMS content 
sent from the C&C server are all the same except for the embedded phishing domains.

Some targeted phone numbers sent from the C&C server were actually  generated by the server and not 

taken from the infected device’s contact list. These numbers follow the format of Japan’s phone numbers, 

but some did not follow the format. 

The ability to replace real applications with malicious ones resurfaced in this version. However, it only 

targets a financial services company that offers prepaid and credit cards. The malware checks whether 

the app of the financial services company is installed in the device and then downloads a fake one to 

replace it. To lure the user into installing the malicious app, it will send this message: 新しいバージョンが
あります、アップグレードしてください. This roughly translates to “There is a new version, please upgrade” 

in English. 

The fake app pops an account update notification to phish the account credentials of victims, which are 

sent to its C&C server.
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Figure 38. The fake and malicious app’s notification pop-up window and phishing page.

 FakeSpy Version 6.0 (August 2, 2018 to present)

We sourced 122 FakeSpy version 6.0 samples for this research. Apart from the ability to fetch SMS 

content and targeted phone numbers from the C&C server, there’s only one function added in this version, 

which is the ability to send the SMiShing content to the infected device’s contact list; one contact number 

every 15 seconds. 

Figure 39. Code snippet showing SMS data being fetched from the C&C server
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The Global Impact of XLoader and 
FakeSpy Attacks
XLoader and FakeSpy attacks continue to increase and spread across the globe. From more than 3,000 

in January 2018, the victim count continued to rise, reaching 118,207 in August. A total of 384,748 victims 

from XLoader and FakeSpy attacks were recorded as of October.

Figure 40. Monthly infection count for XLoader and FakeSpy attacks this year

The data on the location distribution of victims show that South Korea, Japan, Vietnam, and Turkey were 

the most affected countries, followed by Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and Czech Republic, 

among others.
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 Figure 41. Location distribution of XLoader and FakeSpy victims on August 28, 2018 
(taken from the log of accessed malicious email provider)

XLoader and FakeSpy both target online banking users. Our analysis found that the malware phished an 

average of around 50-60 banking account credentials per day. The stolen banking account credentials 

included card numbers, passwords, names, addresses, and dates of birth, among other PII.

Based on the number of victims and affected regions from early this year to October, the global impact of 

XLoader and FakeSpy attacks continues to grow rapidly. As we continue to monitor the threat landscape 

to craft stronger defenses against mobile threats and other forms of cybercriminal threats, we closely 

examined the two malware families’ malicious activities, leading to the discovery of XLoader and FakeSpy’s 

connection. 
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The Connection Between  
XLoader and FakeSpy
We first noticed the connection between XLoader and FakeSpy when the former was seen disguised as 

a legitimate app of a major home delivery service company in Japan in June 2018,  which is a deception 

tactic FakeSpy has used. We learned that they use the same infrastructure to deploy malware.

On July 20, 2018, while searching for an XLoader sample (SHA256: bf0ad39d8a19b9bc385fb629e3227 

dec4012e1f5a316e8a30c932202624e8e0e) on VirusTotal, we found that the sample was downloaded 

from hxxp://xxxxxx-zz[.]com/xxxxxx[.]apk, a fake domain of the Japanese home delivery service company 

mentioned above.

Figure 42. VirusTotal showing details of an XLoader sample coming from a domain 
 posing as that of a Japanese home delivery service company’s

On August 27, 2018, while analyzing a FakeSpy sample (SHA256: ba5b85a4dd70b96f4a43bda5 

eb66e546facc4e3523f78a91fc01c768c6de5c24), we  discovered that the domain it was downloaded from 

was hxxp://xxxxxx-zz[.]com/xxxxxx[.]apk.  A look into multiple XLoader and FakeSpy samples showed 

the same results.
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Figure 43. A FakeSpy sample was found to have been downloaded from a fake domain 
of the said major home delivery service company in Japan.

Figure 44. The domain was registered on July 18, 2018 and  
will expire exactly one year after its registration date.  

The fact that XLoader and FakeSpy also used the same method to hide their real C&C addresses could 

also indicate that they are either being operated by the same threat actor group or that their operators are 

affiliated with each other. As mentioned in the early sections, XLoader versions 1.0., 2.0., and 3.0 used 

a social media user profile page (see Table 10 for the complete list of profiles used by XLoader versions 

1.0, 2.0, and 3.0) to connect to its C&C server. Meanwhile, FakeSpy also used made-up social media user 

profiles to hide its C&C server address in its early variants. Note: Through our active cooperation with the 

companies that own the involved domains mentioned in this research, all user profile pages and accounts 

have been blocked.

Figure 45. XLoader hiding its real C&C address in a social media user profile
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Figure 46. The IP address is written on social media profiles, always starting with ^^ and ending with $$.  
Once launched, the app will access the page and parse contents to get the real C&C address.

The Connection to the Yanbian Gang
Over the course of our research, we discovered that the operators behind FakeSpy, and possibly XLoader, 

may be connected to the Yanbian Gang – a Chinese cybercriminal group that steals money from account 

holders of South Korean banks. 

Fake versions of apps from South Korean banks and the ones FakeSpy posed as targeted online banking 

users in Japan and South Korea. We also learned that both attackers used malware with similar code:

Figure 47. Code from a Yanbian Gang app

https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/mobile-malware-gang-steals-millions-from-south-korean-users/
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Figure 48. Code from a FakeSpy app

Figure 49. The malicious app from the Yanbian Gang (top) and a FakeSpy sample (bottom) share similar 
 metadata containing the infected devices’ information and C&C server path.
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WHOIS results also revealed that the registrants of FakeSpy and XLoader’s shared malicious domains — 

for the fake apps of a Japanese home delivery service company  — were from China. The phone numbers 

of the registrants appear to originate from the Jilin Province, which was pinned as the location of Yanbian 

Gang members. 

With that information on hand, we can speculate that the Yanbian Gang has some sort of connection 

to FakeSpy and XLoader due to their common denominators, which are the said fake and malicious 

domains. However, that is still not enough to conclude that the operators behind XLoader and FakeSpy 

are the same.  It could just be that two different sets of threat actors or groups are using the same service 

or infrastructure to deploy malware, or other plausible scenarios that are yet to be clarified.

Nevertheless, the prevalence and evolution of XLoader and FakeSpy, regardless of who are running their 

operations, should remind users to always exercise best practices on mobile security, especially since the 

mobile platform continues to be a popular target by increasingly sophisticated threats.

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/mobile-safety/best-practices-securing-your-mobile-device
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Conclusion
XLoader and FakeSpy underwent several changes or modifications in their attack vectors, targets, behavior, 

and infrastructure, among others, since they first emerged. These malicious efforts are a testament to the 

cybercriminals’ determination to improve their strategies. 

Our monitoring efforts on XLoader and FakeSpy over the past few years revealed their connections and 

similar patterns, providing us with possible ideas on the identity of these mobile malware families. As the 

infection count of XLoader and FakeSpy infection continues to rise, this discovery could be significant to 

users and enterprises because awareness, as always, is the first step in defending against cybercrime, 

regardless of the platform. 
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Appendix

Package names

com.wooribank.pib.smart com.hanabank.ebk.channel.android.hananbank

com.kbstar.kbbank nh.smart

com.ibk.neobanking com.epost.psf.sdsi

com.sc.danb.scbankapp com.kftc.kjbsmb

com.shinhan.sbanking com.smg.spbs
 

Table 3. List of legitimate banking apps XLoader version 1.0 targeted

Package names

com.casdh.adpc.woori.ksr.androidd.apd com.hada.godle.kr.chcnnel.koreaa.app

com.kr.androids.good.kbstar.kbbkings.app com.weds.googsle.ndhb.krs.bk.app

com.ibk.koresa.krc.androidss.ibkking com.androdid.post.fspcs.kdr.wsu.sdsi

com.godog.sc.androidd.daddbdkr.scbandkapp com.kr.andrsoid.ftkc.kjb.sdsdsmb.app

com.andrdoid.googdle.shinhasnbbk.krs.app com.asndroisds.kr.kf.androdids.smd.spb
 

Table 4. List of malicious banking apps XLoader version 1.0 attempts to install on affected devices 

Module Function

ssms Send preset SMS text from C&C server to all contacts in victim’s device

wifi Enable or disable Wi-Fi connection

gcont Collect all the device’s contacts

up Update itself, download and reload payload

lck Lock victim’s device

bc Collect all contacts from the Android device and SIM card
 

Table 5. Other modules and functions XLoader Version 1.0 executed

Modules Functions
sendSms Send preset SMS text from C&C server to all contacts in victim’s device
setWifi Enable or disable Wi-Fi connection
gcont Collect all the device’s contacts
lock Lock victim’s device
bc Send SMiShing messages to contacts
setForward Currently not implemented, but can be used to hijack the infected device
getForward Currently not implemented, but can be used to hijack the infected device
hasPkg Check the device whether a specified app is installed or not
setRingerMode Set the device’s ringer mode

reqState
Get a detailed phone connection status, which includes activated network 
and Wi-Fi (with or without password)

showHome Force the device’s back to the home screen

getnpki
Get files/content from the folder named NPKI (contains certificates related to 
financial transactions)

 
Table 6. Modules and commands XLoader version 2.0 used
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Package names

com.casdh.adpc.woori.ksr.androidd.apd com.ncsoft.lineagem

com.webzen.muorigin.google kr.co.neople.neopleotp

com.ncsoft.lineagem19
 

Table 7. List of malicious gaming apps XLoader version 2.0 tried to install on affected devices

Modules Functions
sendSms  Send SMS/MMS to a specified address
setWifi Enable or disable Wi-Fi connection
gcont Collect all the device’s contacts

lock
Currently just an input lock status in the settings (pref) file, but may be used 
as a screenlocking ransomware

bc Collect all contacts from the Android device and SIM card
setForward Currently not implemented, but can be used to hijack the infected device
getForward Currently not implemented, but can be used to hijack the infected device
hasPkg Check the device whether a specified app is installed or not
setRingerMode Set the device’s ringer mode
setRecEnable Set the device’s ringer mode as silent

reqState
Get a detailed phone connection status, which includes activated network 
and Wi-Fi (with or without password)

showHome Force the device’s back to the home screen

getnpki
Get files/content from the folder named NPKI (contains certificates related to 
financial transactions)

http Access a specified network using HttpURLConnection
onRecordAction Simulate a number-dialed tone
call Call a specified number
get_apps Get all the apps installed on the device
show_fs_float_window Show a full-screen window for phishing

 
Table 8. Modules and functions of XLoader version 3.0

Package names

com.xxxxxxxx.android.bfwallet jp.co.xxxxxxxxx.jibunmain

com.xxxxxxxx jp.co.xxxxxxxxxx.banking

jp.co.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx jp.xxxxxxx.applisp.app

jp.co.xxxx.direct jp.xxxxxxxxxx.zaif2

jp.co.xxxxxxxxxxxx.smtapp.balance jp.xxxxxxxxx.android

jp.co.xxxxxxxx.android.passbook li.xxxx.appE9C4B0E4

jp.co.xxxxxxx.android mobi.xxxxxx

jp.co.xxxxx net.xxxxxxxx.sbw
 

Table 9. FakeSpy version 2.0 target app list
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User profile pages

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=1907570641 hxxps://xxxxx[.]com/abfdbnas3

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2035298287 hxxps://xxxxx[.]com/asbfdee1

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2259843420 hxxps://xxxxx[.]com/cdvsvfa2

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2306916443 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/asdfwsqewq2e12/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2322305104 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/dajiahao188384/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2594004773 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/dsvbfbfxzcv/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2647877103 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/fffbxvfd/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=2927587373 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/haoxingfu12389/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=3142392325 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/haoxingfu366/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=3202280974 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/haoxingfu669/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=3219459241 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/haoxingfu671/detail

hxxp://m[.]xxxxx[.]com/profile?hostuin=507490074 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/haoxingfu679/detail

hxxp://my[.]xxxxxxxxx[.]com/user/329505231 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/haoxingfu88/detail

hxxp://my[.]xxxxxxxxx[.]com/user/329505325 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/wokaixin158998/detail

hxxp://my[.]xxxxxxxxx[.]com/user/329505338 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/womenhao183527/detail

hxxp://my[.]xxxxxxxxx[.]com/user/331035489 hxxps://www[.]xxxxx[.]com/p/ceshi9875/detail

 
Table 10. List of user profiles XLoader version 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 used to hide their real C&C address

Email addresses

a4047894440@gmail.com haoxingfu11@outlook.com

a4047894441@gmail.com haoxingfu22@outlook.com

a4047894442@gmail.com haoxingfu33@outlook.com

haoxingfu11@aliyun.com kelexuebi0001@aliyun.com

haoxingfu22@aliyun.com kelexuebi0002@aliyun.com

haoxingfu33@aliyun.com kelexuebi0003@aliyun.com
 

Table 11. List of email addresses XLoader versions 4.0 and 5.0 used to hide their real C&C address.

Social media user profile pages

hxxps://twitter[.]com/luckseven4 hxxps://twitter[.]com/sekadeta

hxxps://twitter[.]com/tuwoeiwa1 hxxps://twitter[.]com/SevenSeven5257

hxxps://twitter[.]com/siumakuaw
 

Table 12. Social media profiles FakeSpy used to hide its rea l C&C server address
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Indicators of Compromise (IoCs)

XLoader’s C&C servers

220.136.78.40 36.225.156.217:28832 1.162.98.240:28833

220.136.73.107 36.225.156.160:28833 114.44.216.165:28833

36.226.15.70:28833 1.160.167.127:28833 114.43.176.103:28833

36.226.12.193:28833 1.160.166.73:28833 114.43.178.217:28833

36.226.10.17:28833 1.160.165.234:28833 114.36.131.220:28833

36.226.2.59:28833 1.162.110.64:28833 114.36.135.148:28833

36.226.8.173:28833 1.162.106.248:28833 118.169.114.60:28833

36.225.156.217:28833 1.162.100.134:28833

FakeSpy’s C&C servers

103.26.76.73 118.169.187.192 211.74.227.131

jppost.picp.io 118.169.187.223 111.250.155.191

xxxxxxadmin.vicp.hk 36.225.14.226 36.225.56.226

tjserver3.gnway.cc 36.225.187.95 118.169.184.117

xxxxxxr.gnway.cc 36.225.189.69 175.182.22.160

mydocomo.gnway.cc xxxxxx-web.gnway.cc 118.160.123.36

houtaijp.gnway.cc xxxxxxweb.gnway.cc 118.168.59.199

xxxxxxjp.gnway.cc 118.160.115.202 36.225.112.45

tijiao.gnway.cc 36.227.130.2 118.169.186.248

tijiao3.gnway.cc 111.250.157.50 142.252.251.38

118.169.187.22 61.230.103.80 142.252.249.46

118.160.114.244 59.105.6.230 67.229.35.227

118.160.118.88 118.160.115.74 142.252.249.58

118.168.60.40 118.166.129.184

XLoader’s deployment domains

118-168-201-70.dynamic-ip.hinet.net 61-228-186-229.dynamic-ip.hinet.net

118-169-226-219.dynamic-ip.hinet.net 61-228-190-221.dynamic-ip.hinet.net

220-136-182-72.dynamic-ip.hinet.net fa3313.com

220-136-77-219.dynamic-ip.hinet.net fa6616.com

220-136-80-249.dynamic-ip.hinet.net haoxingfu01.ddns.net

43.240.14.44 suryaglodok.com

FakeSpy’s deployment domains

xxxxxx-aata.com xxxxxx-cvdf.com xxxxxx-po.com

xxxxxx-ase.com xxxxxx-da.com xxxxxx-ppiu.com

xxxxxx-ata.com xxxxxx-de.com xxxxxx-pz.com

xxxxxx-bngg.com xxxxxx-dfef.com xxxxxx-qi.com

xxxxxx-dfge.com xxxxxx-duo.com xxxxxx-qqa.com

xxxxxx-exppress.com xxxxxx-ee.com xxxxxx-qqd.com

xxxxxxexp-ress.com xxxxxx-eexpress.com xxxxxx-qqf.com

exp-xxxxxx.com xxxxxx-efeh.com xxxxxx-qqg.com

japanpost.oicp.io xxxxxx-es.com xxxxxx-qqh.com
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FakeSpy’s deployment domains

jp-xxxxxx.gnway.cc xxxxxx-exgg.com xxxxxx-qqi.com

xxxxxx.oicp.io xxxxxx-exp.club xxxxxx-qqj.com

xxxxxx.qicp.io xxxxxxexp.gnway.cc xxxxxx-qqk.com

xxxxxx.top xxxxxxe-xp.gnway.cc xxxxxx-qql.com

xxxxxx.vicp.io xxxxxx-exp.gnway.cc xxxxxx-qqm.com

xxxxxx.vip xxxxxx-exp.top xxxxxx-qqn.com

xxxxxx.xicp.io xxxxxxexp.vicp.io xxxxxx-qqo.com

xxxxxxa.com xxxxxx-expge.com xxxxxx-qqp.com

xxxxxx-aae.com xxxxxx-exp-jp.com xxxxxx-qqr.com

xxxxxx-aako.com xxxxxx-exprb.com xxxxxx-qqs.com

xxxxxx-aaku.com xxxxxx-expshg.com xxxxxx-qqt.com

xxxxxx-aatsu.com xxxxxx-extt.com xxxxxx-qqu.com

xxxxxx-aau.com xxxxxx-exwe.com xxxxxx-qqv.com

xxxxxx-ab.com xxxxxx-exxc.com xxxxxx-qqw.com

xxxxxx-aba.com xxxxxx-exzz.com xxxxxx-qqx.com

xxxxxx-abe.com xxxxxx-fsag.com xxxxxx-qqy.com

xxxxxx-abi.com xxxxxx-fsdh.com xxxxxx-qqz.com

xxxxxx-abo.com xxxxxx-fssdf.com xxxxxx-re.com

xxxxxx-abu.com xxxxxx-fswe.com xxxxxx-ri.com

xxxxxx-ad.com xxxxxx-fu.com xxxxxx-rqa.com

xxxxxx-ade.com xxxxxx-ga.com xxxxxx-rqd.com

xxxxxx-adi.com xxxxxx-gd.com xxxxxx-rqe.com

xxxxxx-ado.com xxxxxx-gdhe.com xxxxxx-rqf.com

xxxxxx-adu.com xxxxxx-gert.com xxxxxx-rqg.com

xxxxxx-ae.com xxxxxx-gf.com xxxxxx-rqh.com

xxxxxx-ag.com xxxxxx-gfde.com xxxxxx-rqi.com

xxxxxx-aga.com xxxxxx-gg.com xxxxxx-rqj.com

xxxxxx-age.com xxxxxx-gh.com xxxxxx-rqk.com

xxxxxx-agi.com xxxxxx-gj.com xxxxxx-rql.com

xxxxxx-agu.com xxxxxx-gk.com xxxxxx-rqo.com

xxxxxx-ah.com xxxxxx-gl.com xxxxxx-rqp.com

xxxxxx-aha.com xxxxxx-go.com xxxxxx-rqq.com

xxxxxx-ai.com xxxxxx-grde.com xxxxxx-rqr.com

xxxxxx-ak.com xxxxxx-gs.com xxxxxx-rqs.com

xxxxxx-aka.com xxxxxx-gx.com xxxxxx-rqt.com

xxxxxx-ake.com xxxxxx-gz.com xxxxxx-rqu.com

xxxxxx-aki.com xxxxxx-ha.com xxxxxx-rqw.com

xxxxxx-ako.com xxxxxx-hfje.com xxxxxx-rqy.com

xxxxxx-aku.com xxxxxx-hu.com xxxxxx-ru.com

xxxxxx-ami.com xxxxxx-jhkl.com xxxxxx-sa.com

xxxxxx-amu.com xxxxxx-jllj.com xxxxxx-sdfh.com

xxxxxx-an.com xxxxxxjp.com xxxxxx-sdge.com

xxxxxx-ana.com xxxxxxjp.gnway.cc xxxxxx-se.com

xxxxxx-ane.com xxxxxx-ka.com xxxxxx-si.com

xxxxxx-ani.com xxxxxx-ke.com xxxxxx-so.com

xxxxxx-ano.com xxxxxx-ki.com xxxxxx-sos.com
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FakeSpy’s deployment domains

xxxxxx-ao.com xxxxxx-ko.com xxxxxx-soso.com

xxxxxx-app.com xxxxxx-lekw.com xxxxxx-ss.com

xxxxxx-apple.com xxxxxx-li.com xxxxxx-su.com

xxxxxx-ar.com xxxxxx-ma.com xxxxxx-support.com

xxxxxx-ara.com xxxxxx-me.com xxxxxx-supports.com

xxxxxx-are.com xxxxxx-mm.com xxxxxx-ta.com

xxxxxx-ari.com xxxxxx-mme.com xxxxxx-tq.com

xxxxxx-aro.com xxxxxx-mmi.com xxxxxx-twwy.com

xxxxxx-aru.com xxxxxx-mmo.com xxxxxx-use.com

xxxxxx-as.com xxxxxx-mmp.com xxxxxx-uses.com

xxxxxx-asa.com xxxxxx-mmq.com xxxxxx-vf.com

xxxxxx-ashi.com xxxxxx-mmr.com xxxxxx-vg.com

xxxxxx-aso.com xxxxxx-mmt.com xxxxxx-vh.com

xxxxxx-aswe.com xxxxxx-mmu.com xxxxxx-vj.com

xxxxxx-at.com xxxxxx-mmw.com xxxxxx-vk.com

xxxxxx-ate.com xxxxxx-mmy.com xxxxxx-vl.com

xxxxxx-ato.com xxxxxx-mo.com xxxxxx-wa.com

xxxxxx-atsu.com xxxxxx-na.com xxxxxx-wow.com

xxxxxx-au.com xxxxxx-ni.com xxxxxx-wqtw.com

xxxxxx-aw.com xxxxxx-no.com xxxxxx-wu.com

xxxxxx-awa.com xxxxxx-ns.com xxxxxx-ya.com

xxxxxx-awe.com xxxxxx-nu.com xxxxxx-yi.com

xxxxxx-awi.com xxxxxx-obo.com xxxxxx-yo.com

xxxxxx-awo.com xxxxxx-oo.com xxxxxx-yryr.com

xxxxxx-ay.com xxxxxx-or.com xxxxxx-ytqw.com

xxxxxx-aya.com xxxxxx-oro.com xxxxxx-za.com

xxxxxx-az.com xxxxxx-otqw.com xxxxxx-zc.com

xxxxxx-aza.com xxxxxx-otqwt.com xxxxxx-ze.com

xxxxxx-azi.com xxxxxx-ottt.com xxxxxx-zo.com

xxxxxx-azo.com xxxxxx-otvb.com xxxxxx-zu.com

xxxxxx-ba.com xxxxxx-ouiu.com xxxxxx-zv.com

xxxxxx-bb.com xxxxxx-p.com xxxxxx-zx.com

xxxxxx-bbq.com xxxxxx-pa.com xxxxxxxp.gnway.cc

xxxxxx-bi.com xxxxxx-pasif.com smartxpay.kr

xxxxxx-bu.com xxxxxx-pi.com so-xxxxxx.com

xxxxxx-byb.com xxxxxx-pk.com www.xxxxxx.top

xxxxxx-co-jp.com xxxxxx-pl.com www.xxxxxx-ss.com

Deployment domains shared by XLoader and FakeSpy

expre-xxxxxx.com xxxxxx-expsd.com xxxxxx-qqb.com

expres-xxxxxx.com xxxxxx-expuu.com xxxxxx-qqc.com

exp-xxxxxx-exp.com xxxxxx-expwhs.com xxxxxx-qqe.com

xxxxxxx-exp.com xxxxxx-expx.com xxxxxx-qqq.com

xxxxxxx-express.com xxxxxx-exxpress.com xxxxxx-qwe.com

xxxxxxx-exp.com xxxxxx-fghe.com xxxxxx-qwi.com
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Deployment domains shared by XLoader and FakeSpy

xxxxxxx-express.com xxxxxx-gfer.com xxxxxx-qwo.com

xxxxxx-aachi.com xxxxxx-grr.com xxxxxx-qwp.com

xxxxxx-aai.com xxxxxx-kk.com xxxxxx-qwq.com

xxxxxx-aaka.com xxxxxx-ll.com xxxxxx-qwr.com

xxxxxx-aak.com xxxxxx-nb.com xxxxxx-qwt.com

xxxxxx-aaki.com xxxxxx-nc.com xxxxxx-qwu.com

xxxxxx-aao.com xxxxxx-nd.com xxxxxx-qww.com

xxxxxx-aasa.com xxxxxx-nf.com xxxxxx-qwy.com

xxxxxx-aas.com xxxxxx-ng.com xxxxxx-sop.com

xxxxxx-aase.com xxxxxx-nj.com xxxxxx-te.com

xxxxxx-aashi.com xxxxxx-nk.com xxxxxx-ti.com

xxxxxx-aaso.com xxxxxx-nn.com xxxxxx-to.com

xxxxxx-anu.com xxxxxx-nv.com xxxxxx-tp.com

xxxxxx-aze.com xxxxxx-nz.com xxxxxx-tr.com

xxxxxx-aasu.com xxxxxx-ore.com xxxxxx-tt.com

xxxxxx-aat.com xxxxxx-otfd.com xxxxxx-tu.com

xxxxxxa-exp.com xxxxxx-othh.com xxxxxx-tw.com

xxxxxxa-express.com xxxxxx-otpe.com xxxxxx-ty.com

xxxxxx-aod.com xxxxxx-otqc.com xxxxxx-vv.com

xxxxxx-bnsg.com xxxxxx-otvbd.com xxxxxx-xx.com

xxxxxx-bnwe.com xxxxxx-otww.com xxxxxx-ytqq.com

xxxxxx-cc.com xxxxxx-pasi.com xxxxxx-zz.com

xxxxxx-cp.com xxxxxx-pcs.com xxxxxxx-exp.com

xxxxxx-cvbr.com xxxxxx-pfe.com xxxxxxx-express.com

xxxxxx-e.com xxxxxx-plop.com xxxxxxx-exp.com

xxxxxx-e-xp.com xxxxxx-pp.com xxxxxxx-express.com

xxxxxx-ex-p.com xxxxxx-qee.com sxxxxxx-exp.com

xxxxxx-expmd.com xxxxxx-qei.com sxxxxxx-express.com

xxxxxx-expope.com xxxxxx-qeo.com www-xxxxxx-exp.com

xxxxxx-expr.com xxxxxx-qep.com xxxxxx-aata.com

xxxxxx-expre.com xxxxxx-qeq.com xxxxxx-ase.com

xxxxxx-expreess.com xxxxxx-qer.com xxxxxx-ata.com

xxxxxx-expres.com xxxxxx-qet.com xxxxxx-bngg.com

xxxxxx-exp-ress.com xxxxxx-qeu.com xxxxxx-dfge.com

xxxxxx-expresss.com xxxxxx-qew.com xxxxxx-exppress.com

xxxxxx-exprress.com xxxxxx-qey.com xxxxxxexp-ress.com
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FakeSpy’s other phishing domains

abnormal-xxxxxxxx.com myxxxxxxxx-help.com xxxxxxx-k.com

account-xxxxxxxx.com myxxxxxxxx-jp.com xxxxxxxx-app.com

xxxxx-xxxxxxxx.com my-xxxxxxxx-jp.com xxxxxxxx-xxxxx.com

app-xxxxxxxx.com my-xxxxxxxx-security.com xxxxxxxxjp.com

a-xxxxxxxx.com myxxxxxxxx-securitys.com xxxxxxxx-notice.com

xx-security.com my-xxxxxxxx-securitys.com xxxxxxxx-noticw.com

xx-securitys.com myxxxxxxxx-service.com xxxxxxxx-securitys.com

xx-service.com my-xxxxxxxx.top services-xxxxxxxcard.com

xx-support.com myxxxxxxxx-sevice.com smt-ntt-xxxxxx.com

bank-xxxxxxxx.com my-xxxxxxxx-support.com xxxxxxxx-service.com

b-xxxxxxxx.com myxxxxxxxx-supports.com xxxxxxxx-services.com

c-xxxxxxxx.com myxxxxxxxx-use.com xxxxxxxx-soe.com

xxxxxx-app.com myxxxxxxxx-uses.com xxxxxxxx-soee.com

xxxxxx-security.com n-xxxxxxxx.com xxxxxxxx-soew.com

xxxxxx-services.com nttxxxxxx-security.com xxxxxxxx-xxxxxxxx.com

d-xxxxxxxx.com nttxxxxxx-securitys.com xxxxxxxx-sos.com

e-xxxxxxxx.com nttxxxxxx-service.com xxxxxxxx-sow.com

f-xxxxxxxx.com nttxxxxxx-services.com xxxxxxxxsupport.com

g-xxxxxxxx.com nttxxxxxx-support.com xxxxxxxx-supports.com

h-xxxxxxxx.com nttxxxxxx-supports.com xxxxxxxx-urgent.com

ico-xxxxxxx.com nttocn.xxxxx.cc xxxxxxxx-use.com

ico-xxxxxxx.com o-xxxxxxxx.com xxxxxxxxx.com

ico-coin-z.com password-xxxxxxxx.com sos-xxxxxxxx.com

ico-xxxxxxx.com protect-xxxxxxxx.com s-xxxxxxxx.com

id-my-xxxxxxxx.com p-xxxxxxxx.com support-xxxxxx.com

id-xxxxxxxx.com q-xxxxxxxx.com support-myxxxxxxxx.com

important-xxxxxxxx.com xxxxxxx.xxxxx.cc supports-xxxxxxxx.com

xxxxxxxxxx-security.com xxxxxxx-card.xxxxx.cc time-xxxxxxxx.com

j-xxxxxxxx.com xxxxxxx-card-security.com t-xxxxxxxx.com

k-xxxxxxxx.com xxxxxxxcard-securitys.com urgent-xxxxxxxx.com
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